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Abstract
In the framework of the minimal SUSY model with explicit CP vi-
olation, the one-loop effective potential is computed. It is found that
the lightest Higgs mass is quite sensitive to the SUSY CP-phases.Those
portions of the parameter space that would be excluded by the recent
experimental results become admissible for finite SUSY phases. The
CP-odd composition of the lightest Higgs is also analyzed and it is
found that it remains less than a per cent unless the µ parameter re-
main below 2.MW . Due to its restricted parameter space, we work in
the Gluino Axion Model; however, the results are of general validity.
PACS: 12.60.Jv, 11.30.Er,12.60.Fr
1 Introduction
Presently, the phenomenon of CP nonconservation is one of the key problems
from both theoretical and experimental points of views. The observed CP
violation in neutral kaon system [1] as well as the electric dipole moment
(EDM) of the neutron [2] severely constrain the sources and strength of CP
violation in the underlying model. In the standard model (SM) both strong
and electroweak interactions violate the CP invariance. It is a well{known
fact that the θ vacuum [3] violates the CP invariance, and results in a neutron
EDM exceeding the present bounds by nine orders of magnitude [4]. This
is the source of the strong CP problem { a CP hierarchy and naturalness
problem.
In the supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions of the standard electroweak
theory (SM) this hierarchy problem still persists. Moreover, there appear
novel sources of CP violation coming from the soft supersymmetry breaking
mass terms. Though the phases of the soft terms have been shown to relax
to CP{conserving points in the minimal model (MSSM) [5], this is not nec-
essarily true in the non{minimal model (NMSSM) [6] containing a singlet.
These soft terms contribute to known CP{violating observables [7] (EDM’s
and neutral meson mixings); however, they also induce CP violation in the
Higgs sector as already noted in [8, 9] and [10, 11].
In addition to these CP hierarchy problems, in minimal SUSY model there
is another hierarchy problem concerning the Higgsino Dirac mass parameter
(µ), that is, this mass parameter follows from the superpotential of the model
and there is no telling of at what scale (ranging from MW to MP l) it is
stabilized.
In Ref. [12] the two hierarchy problems, i.e, the strong CP problem and
the µ problem are solved in the context of supersymmetry with a new kind
of axion [13, 14] which couples to the gluino rather than to quarks. In this
model, the invariance of the supersymmetric Lagrangian and all supersym-
metry breaking terms under U(1)R is guaranteed by promoting the ordinary
µ parameter to a composite operator involving the gauge singlet S^ with unit
R charge. When the scalar component of the singlet develops vacuum expec-
tation value (VEV) around the Peccei{Quinn scale  1011 GeV an eective
µ parameter µ  a TeV is induced. Besides the low energy theory is iden-
tical to minimal SUSY model with all sources of soft SUSY phases. Due to
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all these abilities of the model of [12] in solving the hierarchy problems, in
the analysis below we will adopt its parameter space. However, as will be
commented at the end, the results will have general validity noted earlier in
[8, 9].
In this work, our basic goal is to compute the radiatively corrected Higgs
masses and mixings taking into account the CP violation eects. It will be
seen that the SUSY phases signicantly aect the Higgs masses and mix-
ings thereby giving new regions in the parameter space (otherwise excluded)
meeting the recent LEP constraints [15]. We will base our calculation to
those of [9] by modifying the results appropriately in connection with the
Gluino Axion Model of [12]. The main dierence with the previous work
[8, 9] springs from the fact that all the soft mass parameters in this theory
are xed in terms of the µ parameter.
This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we compute the mass matrix
elements of the Higgs Scalars using the gluino-axion model[12]. In Sec. III,
we make the numerical analysis for evaluating the mass of the lightest Higgs
boson and analyzing the relative strengts of CP-violating and CP-conserving
mixings. In Sec. IV, we conclude the work.
2 Higgs Sector in the Gluino-Axion Model
In the gluino-axion model [12] the soft terms of the low energy Lagrangian
is identical to those in the general MSSM 1
LsoftMSSM = ~QyM2Q ~Q + ~ucyM2uc ~uc + ~dc
y
M2dc






Au ~Q Hu ~uc + Ad ~Q Hd ~dc + Ae ~L Hd ~ec] + h.c.
}












except for the fact that the soft masses are all expressed in terms of the
µ parameter through appropriate flavour matrices. The flavour matrices
form the sources of CP violation and intergenerational mixings in the squark
sector. The phases of the trilinear couplings (Au,d,e), the gaugino masses
1Here and in what follows we will neglect the effects of axion, axino, and saxino as their
couplings are severely suppressed [12].
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(M3,2,1), and the eective µ{parameter
µ  v2s/MP l  e−iθQCD/3  a TeV e−iθQCD/3 (2)
are the only phases which can generate CP violation observables. In this
formula for µ parameter vs  1011 GeV is the Peccei{Quinn scale, and θQCD
is the eective QCD vacuum angle. It is known that the dominant corrections
are given by the top quark and top squark loops so that we will not need
the full flavour structures in [12], instead we will need to specify only the top
squark sector:
(i) The top squark soft masses:
M2Q˜ = k
2
Q jµj2 , M2u˜ = k2u jµj2 , M2d˜ = k2d jµj2 (3)
where kQ,u,d are real parameters.
(ii) The top squark trilinear coupling
At = µ
 kt, (4)
where kt is a complex parameter.
Other than these soft masses, it is necessary to know the tree level Higgs
soft masses
M2Hu = yujµ2j , M2Hd = ydjµ2j , µ B = jµeff j2(
8m2s
v2s
+ kµ) , (5)
where m2s  v2s as discussed in [12]. Here yu and yd are real parameters, and
kµ is a complex parameter determining the phase of the B parameter. As
was analyzed in [9] in detail this phase can be identied with the relative
phase of the Higgs doublets; hence, there is no CP violation in Higgs sector
of (1) at tree level.
























vu + φ2 + iϕ2
)
. (6)
where tan β  vu/vd as usual, and the angle parameter θ is the misalignment
between the two Higgs doublets. As in [9] the angle θ gets embedded into
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the total CP violation angle Arg[µAt], and we will not elaborate radiative
corrections to it [16].








, where χi 2 B = fφ1, φ2, ϕ1, ϕ2g . (7)
where V  V0 + V1−loop is the radiatively corrected Higgs potential [9]. As
mentioned before we take into account only top quark and top squark loop
corrections, which are the dominant ones as long as tan β < 60. The radiative














(k2u − k2Q)2 jµj2 + 4m2t (jktj2 + cot2 β − 2jktj cotβ cos ϕkt) . (9)
will play a key ro^le in analyzing the results as it depends explicitly on the
total CP violation angle
ϕkt = Arg[µAt] = Arg[kt] (10)




ϕkt changes from 0 to pi. This particularly means that the strength of the
radiative corrections are modied as ϕkt ranges from one CP{conserving
point to the next.
We express the Higgs mass{squared matrix
M2 =





in the basis B = fφ1, φ2, sin βϕ1 + cos βϕ2g using (6). The elements of the




2 β + ~M2A sin
2 β + 11 , (12)




2 β + ~M2Acos
2β + 22 , (14)
M13 = r , (15)
M23 = s , and , (16)
M33 = ~M
2
A +  , (17)
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where the radiative corrections are generically denoted by ij . 11,12,22 do
also exit in the CP conserving limit (See the references in [9].); however, the
quantity  (to which M13 and M23 are proportional) is genuiely generated by
the SUSY CP{violation eects. These correction terms have the expressions:
11 = −2βht







12 = −2βhtm2t jµj2f








− jµj2jktj(jktj cos ϕkt − cot β)
2 + jktj(jktj − cot β) sin2 ϕkt
4
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where βht = 3h
2
t/16pi





jktj cosϕkt − cot β












In the above formulae g(x, y) is the scale{independent loop function dened
by
g(x, y) = −2 + y + x




We diagonalize the Higgs mass{squared matrix (11) by the similarity
transformation
RM2RT = diag(m2h1 , m2h1, m2h1) (25)
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where RRT = 1. One of the most important quantities is the percentage
CP composition of a given mass{eigenstate Higgs boson. Letting H1 be the
lightest of all three its CP composition in terms of the basis elements is
dened by
ρi = 100 jR1ij2; i = 1, 2, 3. (26)
In what follows one of the main concerns will be the CP odd compos-
tion, ρ3, of the lightest Higgs as it can oer new oppurtunities at colliders
for observing the Higgs boson [8]. Moreover, we will discuss in detail the
dependence of the lightest Higgs mass on the CP{breaking angle in reference
to previous theoretical [8, 9] as well as the recent experimental bounds [15].
3 Numerical Analysis
Using the formulae in the last section we will now analyze several quantities
in a wide range of the parameter space. Since the µ parameter is already
stabilized to the weak scale, as a consequence of the naturalness, all dimen-
sionless quantities are expected to be O(1). Therefore, as a representative
point in the parameter space we take
kQ = ku = jktj = 1 , (27)
and let MA vary from jµj to 5 jµj for each µ value. Moreover, we study two
values of tanβ: tan β = 4 and tanβ = 30 to illustrate the variation of Higgs
masses and mixings.
It is now a well{known fact that the heavy Higgs bosons, which are out
of reach of the present colliders, have no denite CP quantum number for
most of the MSSM parameter space. Before NLC or TESLA operates, it will
be hard to observe them, and thus, we restrict our discussions to the lightest
Higgs only. Its CP{odd composition as well as its mass for a given portion
of the parameter space are of prime importance in the light of present LEP
experiments [15].
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 illustrate the dependence of the lightest Higgs mass on
ϕkt for tan β = 4 and tan β = 30. In each gure jµj changes from 100 GeV
to 500 GeV and simultaneously MA/jµj varies from 1 to 5. One immediately
observes that for all values of the parameters, mh increases with ϕkt for
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tanβ = 4 (Fig. 1) whereas it remains constant for tanβ = 30 (Fig. 2). This
saturation eect in the Higgs mass can be easily understood by observing
that the radiative corrections depend strongly on the stop splitting 2
t˜
. This









1 + sin 2β
1− sin 2β , (28)
that is, it increases with increasing ϕkt. However, (28) decreases with increas-
ing tanβ. Indeed, it approaches to unity in the large tan β limit. Therefore,
radiative corrections to mh which are sensitive to variations in ϕkt are sup-
pressed in large tan β regime. In the light of these observations it is clear that
mh is much more flat for tanβ = 30 (Fig. 2) compared to that for tanβ = 4
(Fig. 1).
It is important to discuss mh in the light of recent experimental data
[15] which require mh > 110 GeV . Imposing this constraint on mh one
observes that that portion of the parameter space for which tanβ = 4 and
0 < ϕkt < pi/2 is already discarded (Fig. 1). However, the remaining half of
the total ϕkt range pi/2 < ϕkt < pi still satises the bound mh > 110 GeV .
Numerically, the Higgs mass changes by O(10 GeV) as ϕkt ranges from 0 to
pi. Clearly, this region of the parameter space would have been discarded
by the experimental constraint were not it for the ϕkt dependence of the
Higgs mass. In contrast to tanβ = 4 case, for large tanβ the experimental
constraint is satised for all values of ϕkt since mh > 110 GeV for most of
the parameter space (Fig. 2). The dependence of the Higgs mass on the CP
violation angle has also been noted in [8] for general MSSM with a limited
range of the parameters.
In Figs. 3 and 4 we illustrate the ϕkt dependence of ρ3 designating the
CP{odd percentage composition of the lightest Higgs. As is seen from Fig.
3, CP{odd component of H1 never exceeds 0.025% in the entire range of ϕkt.
Compared to its CP{even compositions (which form the remaining percent-
age) this CP{odd component is extremely small to cause observable eects.
It may, however, be still important when vertex corrections are included [8].
For large tanβ (Fig. 4) the CP{odd content of H1 relatively increases reach-
ing the maximum value of O(3%) for jµj  100 GeV as indicated by Figs.
5 and 6. It is worth noting that it is not possible to increase the CP{odd
composition of the lightest Higgs boson to the order of 1% level unless one
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chooses the µ unrealistically small. In this sense, the lightest Higgs remains
practically CP{even for jµj > 2  MW . Obviously, if it were carrying large
enough CP odd composition this would bring about new oppurtunities for
observing the lightest Higgs as LEP or LHC in near future [8, 17].
Depicted in Figs. 5 and 6, are the CP{odd composition (ρ3) of the lightest
Higgs as a function of jµj for tan β = 4 and tanβ = 30, respectively. In both
cases ρ3 decreases with jµj. In Fig. 5 it starts 3 10−2% level and decreases
rapidly with jµj, falling far below 10−2% for jµj > 300 GeV . In Fig. 6, for the
ease of following, we cut the vertical axis at ρ3 = 0.5%; however, it actually
extends to  3% at jµj = 100 GeV, consistent with Fig. 4. As in Fig. 5 it
again decreases with increasing jµj so that (remembering that MA / jµj for
the model under concern) unless jµj is choosen small (equivalently unless the
Peccei{Quinn scale is pushed down towards the lower limit of the allowed
axion window [12, 14]) one cannot increase the CP{odd composition of the
lightest Higgs boson { the one that can be observed at LEP soon, if any.
4 Conclusion
From the analysis of the mass and the CP{odd composition of the lightest
Higgs we conclude that
 The lightest Higgs mass is quite sensitive to the SUSY CP phases,
thanks to which the there arise new regions of the SUSY parameter
space in which the present experimental constaints are satised,
 The CP{odd content of the lightest Higgs gains an appreciable value
only for small values of jµj namely jµj < 2 MW ,
 The Gluino Axion Model, besides solving the strong CP and µ{problems
in an economical way, provides a quite restricted parameter space due
to the naturalness requirements.
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Figure 1: The mass, mh, of the lightest Higgs boson as a function of ϕkt for
tan β = 4. mh(φkt = pi) is larger than mh(φkt = 0) by  10 GeV due to the
enhancements in the radiative corrections as ϕkt ranges from 0 to pi (see the text).
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Figure 2: The same as Fig. 1 but for tan β = 30. Sensitivity of mh on φkt is
washed out in large tan β regime (see the text).
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Figure 3: The CP–odd composition (ρ3) of the lightest Higgs as a function of ϕkt
for tan β = 4.
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Figure 4: The same as Fig. 3 but for tan β = 30.
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Figure 5: The CP–odd composition (ρ3) of the lightest Higgs as a function of jµj
for tan β = 4.
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Figure 6: The same as Fig. 5 but for tan β = 30 (Actually, the graph extends to
ρ3  3% at jµj = 100 GeV).
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